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Executive Summary

The template that most of today’s customer loyalty programs follow was designed in the early 1980s. It was
a time when the consumers’ spending power was increasing but they had limited choices. It was a simpler
time focused on rewarding repeat transactions with an economic reward – discounts.
Since then, the framework has evolved in response to changing consumer behavior and retailers’ expansion
into new channels. Consumers now have the ability to earn, track and redeem rewards across a variety of
channels, and retailers are able to better utilize the data they collect through their program, as well as other
sources, to deliver targeted offers based on consumer preferences and behavior.
However, the loyalty program has remained one-dimensional, still focused on delivering transactional economic
value to the consumer. For retailers, growth into new
channels has been accompanied by new technology systems, often of varying size, scope and integration with existing systems. Look under the hood of a retail loyalty or
customer engagement program and you’re likely to find
a patchwork of systems cobbled together to get the job
done.

Loyalty is an emotional
concept, while
loyalty programs are
transactional in nature.

Over the years, as consumers realized the economic benefit of participating in a loyalty program, they signed
up with more and more programs. Today, an average American household holds membership with 18 loyalty programs1. They are loyal to everyone, and by being so they are loyal to no one.
On the other hand, Apple is a prime example of a retailer who has built a strong emotional connection with
its large base of loyal customers through product leadership, a unique retail experience and a consistent
cross-channel delivery of the Apple brand promise. Apple does not offer a loyalty program.
Agreed, not every retailer enjoys Apple’s product leadership, and certain formats are built to compete on
price. Yet, customer loyalty programs require close inspection - why they exist, what value they deliver to the
consumers and retailers, and how.
Edgell Knowledge Network conducted an industry survey of 60+ retailers to benchmark the current state of
loyalty programs in the retail industry. This report presents the survey findings, highlights the key takeaways
and offers prescriptive insights including a new framework for customer loyalty in the retail industry. Key
findings include:

1

•

There is a disconnect between retailers’ perception of the top drivers of customer loyalty and their
top strategies to improve their loyalty programs

•

Customers of retailers who offer a loyalty program are no more loyal than those of retailers who
do not offer one

•

Retailers have multiple systems for customer engagement, regardless of whether they offer a loyalty program or not

•

Retailers expect there to be a significant increase in revenue contribution from members enrolled
in their loyalty program over the next 3 years. They are also gearing up for the next wave of technology platform upgrades.

The 2011 COLLOQUY Loyalty Census
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•

Activity and frequency continue to be the measures of program effectiveness further highlighting
their transactional nature. Strategic influence or emotion measures such as Net Promoter Score
(NPS) see low adoption.

A new vision for loyalty programs emerges from the findings and EKN’s interviews with retail executives the loyalty program as a customer-facing version of the retailer’s cross-channel engagement strategy. EKN’s
Loyalty Program Assessment Framework, included in this report, provides a template for a holistic customer
engagement and loyalty program.
Now, to measure and reward loyalty as a product of a
customer’s frequency, quality, context, emotion and
profitability of engagement with them across channels,
retailers need new metrics, and the ability to segment
customers based on the above parameters. EKN’s Customer Segmentation Framework illustrates a segmentation approach and offers a starting off point to retailers.
The report also includes a detailed Loyalty Solution Provider Vendor Landscape that lists the top vendors in this
area along with the spectrum of services they provide,
and a Retail Honor Board that highlights Best Practices
from leading retailers.

The similarity of the benefits
offered, program structure, and
how and where customers can
redeem “points” is indicative of
the commoditization of the retail
customer loyalty program.

Loyalty is ultimately an emotional concept. To truly foster customer loyalty, loyalty programs will need to
expand in their scope and ambition from rewarding frequent activity with a monetary reward, to being the
vehicle through which the retailer can build a rewarding personal relationship with the customer.

Edgell Knowledge Network

Customer Loyalty
in Retail
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Retailers’ customer rewards programs are designed to maximize long-term patronage from customers.
Originally focused on rewarding repeat purchases, generating intimate knowledge about customers, and
influencing customer behavior, retailers’ rewards programs have traditionally been supported by a variety
of technology applications including Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software.
Consumer behavior and preferences have changed dramatically over the last decade, driven by new economic realities, increased computing power in mobile phones, ease of Internet access, the emergence of
social media and the growing consumer adoption of ecommerce. However, the strategies and incentives of
retailers’ rewards programs remain anchored in origins more than a quarter of a century old.
EKN’s State of the Industry report on retailers’ customer rewards programs provides a benchmark of retailers’ assessment of the effectiveness of their rewards programs, and offers specific insights into how retailers
can build upon existing investments to plug gaps in strategies, processes and technologies.

Why cross-channel customer engagement is the next frontier of retail differentiation
It is increasingly difficult for retailers to differentiate themselves from competitors on the traditional parameters of price, location, assortment and store experience.
•

With brand manufacturers having expanded their distribution of offerings to more retailers to maximize sales, and with consumers increasingly accessing products directly via the Internet, the level
of product exclusivity has diminished over the years. The proliferation of private label products in
certain categories points to a race to the bottom of the brand-value pyramid.

•

With the emergence of ecommerce and the expansion of the retail real estate footprint over the
last two decades, store location alone does not deliver the kind of differentiation to retailers that it
once did.

•

Discount retailers like Walmart have put pressure on prices across a variety of categories, the Internet has made pricing and inventory transparent to consumers, and advances in mobile technology
now allow them to price-defect at the moment of truth.

•

Retailers like Apple and IKEA are able to tightly integrate their assortments with the overall store experience to create a meaningful differentiation and stickiness in the minds of consumers. However,
for the most part, budget cuts and a drive towards extreme standardization has meant experience
based differentiation remains a challenge for most retailers.

On the other hand, consumer behavior has changed dramatically over the past decade. The pace of change
has only accelerated over the last 3 years with the emergence of social media and increased adoption of
smartphones and tablets.

2

•

The worst recession in 75 years has meant consumers are more value conscious now than ever
before. It is difficult for the average consumer to justify the brand premium associated with their
favorite product or favorite retailer, if the same product is available elsewhere cheaper.

•

The number of Internet users has doubled in the last 5 years and stands at approximately 2.5 billion
worldwide. In the United States, 77% of the population was online in 20102. For certain consumer

Internet World Stats
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segments, such as the Millennials (born after 1982), the Internet is not high technology; it is a utility,
like power, water and gas.
•

For decades, retailers have enjoyed the benefits of information asymmetry. Before the Internet
made it possible, consumers did not have transparent access to pricing, inventory and customer
experiences. Now, with the model turned on its head, consumers walk into a store armed with
more information than the store associate. And, social media has created new channels of conversation within consumers, where they share their likes, dislikes, desires and experiences. Whereas
traditional retailer-to-consumer communication strategies rely on mass communication and automation, consumer-to-consumer and consumer-to-retailer communication has become human,
personal and contextual.

•

Further, smartphones have untethered the Internet and social media from personal computers,
and put them, literally, in the hands of the consumer. Smartphones have further enhanced the connectedness between consumers by being location aware. In the United States, 94% of adults aged
18 – 44 own a mobile device. 1 in 2 mobile phones in the US are now smartphones3.

All of the above points to a simple truth – the “good old days” are over and they are never coming back. The
consumer is no longer either in the store or online, either researching a product or buying one, either value
conscious or brand sensitive. She is all of it, at the same time.
Retailers won’t win her loyalty following their traditional engagement models. They’ll need to serve her
equally in stores, online, on social media, and on the mobile phone; they’ll need to offer value and emotional
gratification; they’ll need to listen as much as talk; and they’ll need to connect with their consumers as individuals.
In other words, in an environment where they can’t differentiate on traditional parameters, to build customer loyalty retailers need to deliver a truly integrated cross-channel experience. As the customer-facing
avatar of retailers’ customer engagement strategies, loyalty programs should be the language of this crosschannel experience. Today, retail loyalty programs are guilty of being expense accounts for discounts and
promotions. Done right, they can create the sticky differentiation retailers are striving for.

The commoditization of loyalty programs
While they are central to retailers’ ability to create differentiation; loyalty programs are themselves victims of
extreme standardization and commoditization.
The past decade has seen the number of loyalty programs in retail grow exponentially. At the same time,
it has become increasingly difficult to tell one program from the other due to the sameness of their scope,
structure, focus and benefits.
•

The number of loyalty memberships in the US is 2.1 billion, exceeding 2 billion for the first time4

•

In 2011 the average US household was enrolled in more than 18 loyalty programs, an increase of
28.5% over 20095

•

Approximately $48 billion is issued in reward points and miles annually, of which 33% goes unredeemed6

Steadyrain
The 2011 COLLOQUY Loyalty Census
5
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•

81% of loyalty members don’t know the program benefits, or how and when they will receive rewards7

From the above facts and the research findings presented in the next section of this report, it is clear that (a)
participation in a loyalty program doesn’t make a customer loyal, and (b) loyalty programs are not effective
in fostering loyal behavior. Why?

Loyalty Programs ≠ Customer Loyalty
For starters, most retailers’ loyalty programs are designed to offer discounts and coupons to customers
based on frequent activity. Exhibit 1 at the end of this report offers a detailed look at the features and benefits of various loyalty programs offered by some of the top US retailers. The similarity of the benefits offered,
program structure, and how and where customers can redeem “points” is indicative of the commoditization
of the retail customer loyalty program. When customers are loyal to everyone (as indicated by membership
in 18 programs on average8), they are not loyal to anyone.
Loyalty is an emotional concept, while loyalty programs are transactional in nature. Therein lies the biggest
disconnect between the outcome retailers intend for their loyalty programs to deliver and the way in which
they go about achieving it. Refer the framework for customer loyalty via cross channel customer engagement included in this report for EKN’s point of view on how softer, intangible and emotional aspects can be
included in retailers’ approach towards loyalty programs.

An archaic past, an uncertain future
Frequent flier programs in the airline industry offer an interesting insight into the future of retail loyalty
programs. On the one hand they offer members benefits beyond miles redemption, such as check-in convenience, increased baggage allowance, speedier security checks, cabin upgrades and more. Along with the
status recognition offered by the frequent flier tiers (silver, gold, platinum etc.), retailers stand to improve
customer engagement by offering similar benefits in the retail context through their programs.
On the other hand, airline programs also offer retailers a glimpse into their program’s bleak future unless
the underlying currency is changed from being transaction based to relationship based. Airlines have had
to come up with convoluted rules regarding miles expiration, redemption, blackout dates and other restrictions in order to manage the cost and risk associated with the many billion unredeemed miles that lie on
their books.
In the 1970s, a series of recessions decreased sales of S&H Shield Stamps and the stamp programs of their
competitors1. The value of the rewards declined substantially during the same period, requiring either far
more stamps to get a worthwhile item or spending money for an item that was barely discounted from the
price at regular stores, creating a general downward spiral as fewer and fewer people saw them as worth
the trouble. By 1981, the Green Stamps were dead.
One can argue that customer loyalty programs today face a similar dilemma as the Green Stamps – become
more valuable to the customer or become irrelevant. More alarmingly, they may share the same fate if they
remain focused on only offering value via discounts and promotions.

7
8

ACI Worldwide Study
The 2011 COLLOQUY Loyalty Census
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Re-connecting with the individual customer
In the not so distant past, and even today in bazaars in various countries, the retailer-customer relationship
was one of intimate knowledge, trust and personal service. While today’s consumer has a wider assortment
and more channels to shop from, the personal relationship with the retailer is more often than not, missing.
The basic premise of a loyalty program is to reward
customers for repeat purchases and encourage
continued loyalty by providing targets at which various
benefits and rewards are “unlocked”. As customers
move through this engagement spectrum, retailers
learn more about these customers and are able to
offer non-monetary ways to satisfy their needs. Via this
continued engagement, retailers are also able to move
from a one-to-many (groups of customers) relationship
to a one-to-one (individual customer) relationship with
the customer. In that sense, loyalty programs are a
way for retailers to reconnect with their customers as
individuals.

“Advanced analytics, and how retailers are
able to use data to create a social profile
of their key customers, will define the next
frontier of loyalty programs in the retail industry.”
- SVP at leading apparel retailer

Gains in information technology have made the collection and analysis of customer data easier and more
cost-effective. This is important because the success of a loyalty program depends on the use of customer
data to personalize the relationship between retailers and customers and move beyond a mere transaction. The richness of data that is available in the best loyalty programs, when used in a customer-focused
way, can create great value not just for the retailer but most importantly for the customer as well.

10

The life and death of the traditional
discounting based loyalty scheme
1793

1896

1929

1960s

A U.S. merchant starts
giving out copper tokens
which can be collected by
the consumer and exchanged for items in the
store.

Sperry & Hutchinson begins offering Green Shield
Stamps. Merchants offer
stamps as a reward for purchases, shoppers redeem
a book of stamps through
the Green Stamps store or
catalogue.

In 1929, Betty Crocker
issues coupons that can
be used to redeem for premiums like free flatware.
Later the Betty Crocker
points program produces
a popular reward catalog
from which customers can
pick rewards using their
points.

The green stamps reach
the height of their popularity, including being
launched in the UK

1970s

1981

2006

A series of economic recessions impacts the value
of the stamps, creating a
downward spiral

No longer profitable, Sperry & Hutchinson is sold by its
founders. The same year, American Airlines launches its
frequent flier program, one that eventually becomes the
template for all other loyalty programs, including in retail.
By 1984 most major airlines launch competing programs.
Hilton is the first hotel to launch its program in January
1984.

The Betty Cocker Catalog
goes out of business.
Customers are asked to redeem all points by December 15, 2006.

2010

A new beginning: Card Linked Offers gain traction,
offering an alternative to the traditional paper and POS
coupons.
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One of the retail executives who provided feedback on this report makes an astute observation, “How does
the goal of increasing part-time retail associates affect a retailer’s ability to execute a one to one relationship?
At end of day, customers are not deemed expendable but employees are.”

Research Findings
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Respondent Profile
Survey respondent distribution by retail format
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
18%
30%

6%

6%
6%

Apparel

Convenience

Sporting Goods & Hobby

Health & Personal Care

Grocery & Food

Online

General Merchandise

Specialty other

16%

6%
12%

Survey respondent distribution by annual revenue
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
16%
31%

13%

Less than $100 million

$500 million - $999 million

$100 million - $499 million

$1 billion - $4.999 billion
$5 billion and more

18%

22%

Survey respondent distribution based on whether a loyalty program is offered
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)

42%
Retailers who do not offer a loyalty program
Retailers who offer a loyalty program
58%
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Retailers focused on hygiene and transactional drivers of customer loyalty; engagement parameters such as social media and cross-channel presence rank low
Drivers of customer loyalty, relative importance
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
Most important driver
100

2%

1%

7%

Somewhat important driver

Important driver
2%

3%

13%

5%

6%

22%

29%

28%

46%

10%

17%

15%
24%

Least important driver

28%

54%

43%

37%
33%

55%
47%
48%

57%
52%
0

Mean
score

39%

45%

38%

37%

Product
availability

Product
choice

Customer
service

Store
experience

Price
sensitivity

(3.49)

(3.28)

(3.4)

(3.24)

(3.00)

20%

19%

Brand
sensitivity
(2.81)

7%

8%

Cross
channel
presence

Personalized
offers

Social
media
engagement

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.05)

3%

Retailers’ assessment of drivers of loyalty vs. top strategies for improving loyalty programs
(Figures are percentage of respondents who offer a loyalty program)
% respondent rated driver as most important
60

56%

More personalized
offers

49%
44%
36%

Social media
engagement
33%

3%

Social media engagement

Cross channel presence

Personalized offers

Brand sensitivity

Price sensitivity

Store experience

Product choice

Top drivers of loyalty

38%

Increase budget for
rewards
6%

0

40%

Introduce new
rewards
12%

Customer service

64%

Cross channel
integration
19%

Product availability

68%

28%

Special service
based on membership

24%

Introduce tier based
membership

20%

Provide free shipping
on online orders

16%
0

Top strategies to improve loyalty program effectiveness

70
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EKN asked respondents to rate the drivers of customer loyalty from least important to most important.
•

Respondents rated customer service (57%), product availability (52%) and store experience (45%) as
the most important factors

•

Social media engagement (22%), cross channel presence (17%) and personalized offers (10%) were
considered least important

In a follow-up question, respondents were asked to identify the top strategies to build customer loyalty.
•

Personalized offers (68%), social media engagement (64%) and cross channel integration (40%)
emerged as the top choices

The disconnect between retailers’ assessment of what drives customer loyalty and the strategies they believe work best in terms of customer engagement could not be starker. The 3 top strategies match up with
the 3 least important factors impacting customer loyalty.
In EKN’s view, 2 of the top 3 drivers of customer loyalty identified by the respondent base, product availability and customer service, are the basic tenets of retailing, or table stakes. The focus needs to shift to
the personal, local and emotional context of customer engagement, which is why it is surprising to see the
respondents rate personalized promotions, social media engagement and cross channel presence so low.
Differentiating the store experience is also an important, and often overlooked, driver of customer loyalty.
The ability for retailers to get unique or low volume items to consumers in an acceptable timeframe will
continue to be important. Speed and low/no delivery cost will still be a key because convenience and a great
shopping experience contribute to loyalty.

Edgell Knowledge Network

Current retailer loyalty programs emerge as ineffective towards
their goal of creating more loyal customers
Survey respondent distribution based on how long their loyalty program has been offered
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
14%

Less than 1 year
1 - 3 years
24%

51%

3 - 5 years
More than 5 years

11%

Average percentage share of wallet for considering a customer loyal, comparison between retailers who offer
a loyalty program and those who don’t
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)

50

19%

Less than 25%

Average % share of wallet for
considering loyal
47%

14%
40

38%

24%

Between 25% - 49%

32%
30

17%

Between 50% - 74%

16%
20

10%

75% and more

14%
10

30%

I don’t know

24%
0

5

10

15

20

25

All retailers
All retailers offering customer loyalty program

30

35

0

Retailers who offer Retailers who do not
a loyalty program offer a loyalty program
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Percentage of customers considered loyal, comparison between retailers who offer a loyalty program and
those who don’t
(Figures are percentage of customers considered loyal by total respondents)
35

33%
30%

0

Retailers who offer
a loyalty program

Retailers who do not offer
a loyalty program

Respondents were asked a series of inter-related questions to gauge the effectiveness of current customer
loyalty programs.
•

Both groups of respondents, those who offer a loyalty program and those who do not, have different benchmarks for who they consider a loyal customer. Retailers who offer a loyalty program
expect to have an average 47% of the customer’s wallet share to consider him or her loyal. The
benchmark for retailers who do not offer a loyalty program is lower at 38%.

•

However, there is little difference in the proportion of their total customer base both sets of retailers consider loyal by the above measure. 30% for retailers who offer a loyalty program, and 33%
for retailers who do not. Interestingly, retailers who offer a loyalty program responded that 45% of
their customers are enrolled in their loyalty program, which means retailers do not consider at least
a third of their program members loyal.

•

Of the respondents who offer a customer loyalty program, 62% have offered it for more than 3
years, and 24% have for 1-3 years.

The above findings beg a fundamental question – are retailers’ loyalty programs delivering the on the promise of fostering customer loyalty?
“Loyalty programs need to move beyond credit for purchases to more engagement based rewards.
We are looking to increase the type of non credit based rewards we offer, such as exclusive store
events and custom products like T-shirts.”
- SVP at apparel retailer

Edgell Knowledge Network

Retailers haven’t figured out the right technology enablement
platform for customer engagement
Core loyalty technology system or platform of retailers who offer a loyalty program
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
4%

14%

SAAS or cloud based platform
Home grown system
Third party solution
Not aware

50%
32%

Core technology platform used for driving customer engagement by retailers who do not offer a loyalty program
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
22%
52%

Multiple systems
Home grown systems
Third party solution

26%
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Integration of different sources of data into customer analytics, retailers offering a customer loyalty program
vs. retailers who don’t offer one
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
Retailers who offer a loyalty program

Retailers who do not offer a loyalty program
100%

Loyalty (membership data)
92%

Store (POS transaction data)

91%
52%

Online

64%
28%

Social media

55%
24%

Mobile

41%
16%

Public data

27%
12%

Market data (IRI, Nielsen)

36%
0

100

Channels on which customers can earn, track and redeem loyalty points
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
100

93%

89%

Earn

80

Track

67%

Redeem
60

56%
48%
44%

44%

40

30%
22%

26%

20

11%

0

Brick & mortar store (POS)

Online

Mobile

Social

7%
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Technology enablement of customer engagement across channels is clearly fractured and fragmented. Traditionally, this was considered the role of Customer Relationship Management technology. However, CRM
solutions have not kept pace with the changing dynamic of how the value of a customer is measured; from
being focused on transactions to being focused on the strength of relationship.
•

•

Among retailers who offer a loyalty program:
°°

32% use a homegrown system as the backbone of their loyalty program

°°

50% use a third party solution. (Refer to the loyalty solution provider landscape included in this
report for a detailed comparison of the major loyalty technology solution providers)

°°

14% use a SAAS or cloud-based platform

Among retailers who do not offer a loyalty program:
°°

26% use a homegrown system to drive customer engagement

°°

22% use a third party solution

°°

52% use multiple systems

The variance between which channels customers can
earn, track and redeem points is an illustration of the
fractured technology enablement. Not surprisingly,
stores have the highest penetration, followed by online,
mobile and social.

“Why is there a tendency to be insular with
respect to analytics? Is it that we have so
much data already? Is it that the cost to enrich with outside data sources doesn’t seem
worth the investment?”

It is EKN’s contention that the battle for customer loy- VP at Specialty Retailer
alty begins with a better understanding of the customer
through multi-dimensional customer analytics. In another surprising comparison, respondents in EKN’s survey
who do not offer a loyalty program integrate more data
into their customer analytics strategy compared to their
peers who do offer a loyalty program. Retailers who offer a loyalty program seem focused exclusively on
the data the program itself generates. The real value of loyalty program data is in its integration with other
sources such as store (POS), online, social and public data to form a richer profile of the customer.

20
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Significant uptick in activity expected in the next 3 years
Revenue contribution from customers enrolled in loyalty program, 2012-2015 trends
(Figures are percentage of revenue contribution from customers)

Revenue from customers enrolled in the loyalty program

40%

58%
2015

2012

Revenue from customers not
enrolled in loyalty program

Revenue from customers
enrolled in loyalty program

100

49%

55%

60%

51%

45%

40%

42%

58%

0

Timeframe to upgrade current customer loyalty program technology platform
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
7%

43%

29%

No plans
In the next 12 months
Between 1 year - 3 years
Not aware

21%
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Timeframe to launch a customer loyalty program by retailers not currently offering one
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
100

24%

24%

56%
32%

No immediate plans

32%

Next 12 months
1 year - 3 years

44%

44%
0

Timeframe to upgrade current customer engagement platform of retailers currently not offering a loyalty
program
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)

28%

28%

No plans
Next 12 months
1 year - 3 years

44%
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Retailers expect the revenue contribution from customers enrolled in loyalty programs to grow substantially
over the next 3 years, from 40% in 2012 to 58% in 2015. Even accounting for consolidation in retail as well
as an overall increase in loyalty program memberships, this is a significant increase. While revenue contribution is not the most effective measure of customer loyalty (wallet share and profitability contribution are
better measures), it points to the fact that retailers either expect a significant uptick in loyalty program memberships or an improvement in their ability to sell more to customers enrolled in their program during the
next 3 years. This growth has to be supported with the appropriate investments in technology enablement.
•

Of retailers who offer a loyalty program
°°

•

1 in 2 plan to upgrade their loyalty program technology platform in the next 3 years

Of retailers who do not offer a loyalty program:
°°

56% plan to launch a program within the next 3 years, of whom 57% plan to do so within the
next 12 months

°°

72% plan to upgrade their current customer engagement platform

Loyalty technology solution providers should invest in building capability to plug the gaps that will drive this
wave of technology activity.

Edgell Knowledge Network
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Customer Lifetime Value ranks as top metric to measure loyalty
program effectiveness. Surprisingly, share of wallet ranks low.
No retailers use NPS.
Top metrics to measure the effectiveness of loyalty program
(Figures are percentage of total respondents)
50%

Customer lifetime value (CLV)
Member spend, as a % of total sales

49%

Recency, frequency, money (RFM) metrics

47%
33%

Member vs non member spend
Coupon redemption rates

31%

Customer retention rates

28%

Cost of program as % of sales

20%
16%

Member vs non member margin
Cost of program as % of incremental member sales

12%

Share of wallet of customer

12%
4%

Cost of new member acquisition
0%

Net promoter score (NPS)
0

50

Asking how retailers measure the effectiveness of their loyalty program or in other words, customer loyalty
itself, is an important question. It points to the strategic goals of their loyalty program, as one can assume
their strategies would be optimized to maximize their stated goals or measures.
•

Although customer lifetime value (CLV) ranks as one of the top 3 metrics retailers use to measure
customer loyalty, share of wallet ranks much lower than expected

•

Other top metrics – member spend as a % of sales and RFM (recency, frequency, money) metrics
– are basics for measuring activity, and do not point to effectiveness of the activity. Metrics such as
member vs. non-member margin are harder to arrive at, and rank lower among the metrics retailers use

•

Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a relatively new, and a hard to measure, metric. Associated investments (integration with outside data, analytics, skilled statisticians) would be scru- tinized closely if it
can not be linked directly to ROI. However, it is one that focuses on a combination of transactional
and engagement parameters. It is revealing that none of the respondents in EKN’s survey use it.
This may be due to the fact that our survey focused primarily on executives in the IT function, where
awareness of NPS may be lower than in the marketing function. Otherwise, it points to the fact that
customer loyalty is currently measured via transactional metrics; and emotional engagement is
conspicuously absent from how retailers measure it. Refer to EKN’s loyalty program framework for
EKN’s recommendations on measures that point to emotional engagement.

“Just as most public companies are fixated on quarterly earnings, loyalty programs are measured by short-term
metrics. Not many retailers have the organization structure, incentive alignment, resources and the ability to
demonstrate ROI for the longer-term investments required to deliver true lifetime value to the customer.”
VP at Specialty Retailer
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Recommendations
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Loyalty programs need to evolve from rewarding transactional frequency with discounts to building mutually rewarding, holistic relationships through transactional as
well as emotional fulfillment
EKN recommends retailers expand the scope of their loyalty program by ensuring their both cross channel
customer engagement strategy and how they reward their customers are in lock step. In the most mature
state, there is no need for a loyalty program separate from how the retailer engages with the customer
across channels.
EKN’s Loyalty Program Assessment Framework in Exhibit 2 offers a jumping off point for retailers to determine specific actions towards the goal of aligning loyalty programs more closely with true customer loyalty.

Strong analytics capabilities to build customer segments and measure the relevant behaviors is more important than ever before
For loyalty programs to be truly representative of customer loyalty, new measures and metrics need to be
defined. Given these will include measures for advocacy, strength of relationship and the value of customers’ emotional connection with the retailer, they will be difficult to measure and track.
Also, as loyalty programs move from being frequency based to being engagement based, it will be critically important for retailers to have a clear understanding of where their customers lie on an engagement
spectrum. Retailers can begin by defining clear customer segments that capture the transactional economic
value as well as the value of customer advocacy. The typical challenge has been the frequency of change of
customer segments and the associated loss of historical data and context. It will continue to be difficult for
retailers to sustain a meaningful relationship with the customer if the longer-term trends are lost in translation.
EKN’s Customer Segmentation Framework in Exhibit 3 provides retailers a point from which to develop their
own segments.

Cross-channel excellence requires organization structure re-alignment
In EKN’s survey, retailers identified improved cross-channel integration as one of the top 3 strategies to build
customer loyalty. In EKN’s own view, cross-channel customer engagement and customer loyalty programs
are two sides of the same coin.
For all the importance that is attached to cross-channel customer engagement, one thing is certain - there is
no single, or even clear, definition in the retail industry of who is responsible for the one thing that everyone
agrees is critical to success – customer experience. This highlights an important, but oft-ignored question how are retailers organized to tackle cross-channel, and how should they be?
Establishing a position such as this is never easy, and may require navigating a minefield of internal political
equations. Addressing this question is as important, if not more, as the technical hullabaloo that typically
surrounds cross-channel dialogue in retail. In the near future, we see the appointment of a strong role responsible for cross-channel experience. This can be a strong differentiator for retailers, especially those who
move early.
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The Retail Honor
Board:
Best Practices from
Leading Retailers
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Retailer

Best Practice
Category

Emotional
connection

Detail
Petsmart’s groomers build strong relationships with their pets, and by association with pet owners. Petsmart will send a card on the pet’s birthday inviting them to pick out their special treat, kept ready for them at the nearest
store. Groomers are on most pet owners’ speed dials, and kept informed of
major developments in the pet’s life, including their passing away.
Secret sauce: Groomers work on commission and therefore incented to be
the best friend they can be to the pet and pet owner.

Gamification

Bath & Body Works has recently implemented a chance-based coupon discovery game in a few of their stores. In a pinball-like game, customers drop
a coin into a machine and watch it earn them one of many possible discounts. More important than offering the discount, the overall experience
converts an otherwise linear store experience into one filled with surprises.
Secret sauce: Store associates, including those at the POS register, are well
trained and direct customers to the game to ensure everyone walks out
feeling like they won / earned something today.

Shopping
convenience and
in-store activity
based mobile
coupons

Non monetary
value to the
customer

Stop & Shop recently launched its ScanIt! mobile scan and bag solution, allowing customers to use their smartphones as a mobile POS. While there
are some features missing which are sure to be released soon, the overall
program is a good first step towards the type of cross channel integration
that will offer customers value.
Secret sauce: Ahold is now able to gather valuable data on their customer’s
baskets, and make personalized offers in real time based on what is in their
cart.
Patagonia, an eco-friendly outdoor apparel company, realized that their
customer needed more than just points and discounts from a loyalty program. Late last year, the company implemented its Common Threads Initiative. In it, they partnered with eBay to help customers to resell their highly
durable Patagonia clothing online through the company website.
Secret sauce: Patagonia identified a cause its customers cared for and invested in building out an execution framework for it.

Non monetary
value to the
customer

Nordstrom’s loyalty program is widely recognized as one of the most effective in the retail industry. A large part of the reason is its tiered approach
to member benefits and a continued investment in creating non monetary
benefits that members value, such as custom shopping parties, unlimited
complimentary alterations and tickets to in-store fashion shows.
Secret sauce: In line with its brand value, Nordstrom has created a program that members attach status value to. There is inherent social context
to being a level 3 or 4 Nordstrom Fashion Rewards member.
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Exhibit 1:

Features and Benefits
Comparison of Loyalty
Programs of Top Retailers

9

9

Retailer Website
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Table: Retail’s focus on activity frequency and the sameness of benefits focused on offering discounts

Kroger
Loyalty program: Kroger Plus Rewards (with Plus Card)
Earn: 1 point on $1 spent, 50 bonus points for each prescription at Kroger pharmacies, 2 points on
$1 spent (offer on items advertised every week), 10 bonus points for bringing own shopping bags
Benefits: $5 certificate for first 500 points, $1 certificate for each additional 100 points, 3 month
mailings of rewards, Resets end of the year
Mobile application/other benefits: Mobile application - Kroger co. and benefits of the mobile application includes weekly ads, view rewards programs participated and also see savings to date as
well as club point history, coupons, shopping list

Grocery

Safeway
Loyalty program: Safeway Club (with Club Card)
Earn: 1 point on $1 spent on grocery & pharmacy, 2 points on $1 spent with prepaid gift card
Benefits: 10/20/50/100 cents per gallon off on 100/200/500/1000 points respectively in single fill
up at Safeway station, Fund school of choice via eScrip program, Help families save for college via
Unpromise program
Mobile application/other benefits: Mobile application – ‘just for U’, benefits of the mobile application includes personalized deals based upon individual’s shopping history updated weekly , digital
coupons with updations each week, Safeway weekly Club Card specials on items bought regularly by
shopper, personalized shopping list on a mobile device or on the ‘Just for U’ website

Publix
Loyalty Program: None. But have multiple clubs to drive segment based engagement
Held off a loyalty card program but executed a pilot program to give customer digital discounts at
checkout via their phone no. Have a number of customer clubs - Wine Guide, Publix Baby Club®,
Publix Preschool Pals®, Publix FamilyStyle® Magazine, Publix Paws® and Publix Upromise Program

Target
General Merchandise

Loyalty Program: Red Card Program (with RedCard)
Benefits: No membership fee, additional 5% off on total bill, free shipping on orders at Target.com
with no minimum order size and 30 extra days for return, donate 1% of Red Card purchase to eligible K-12 school, additional certificate of 5% off a day along with usual Red card benefit with 5 eligible
prescriptions filled at Target pharmacy
Mobile application/other benefits: Online/ mobile mode of membership management, mobile
application benefits include shopping, adding to cart and checking out, using ‘TargetLists’ to keep
track of the things one needs, getting today’s deals right on mobile, checking out sale items and
adding them to list right from the ad, finding the nearest Target store, using phone’s camera to get
prices and checking availability, adding to shopping lists, and text alerts sending the ‘REDcard’ credit
account updates directly to mobile phone

Walmart
Loyalty Program: None
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Macy’s
Loyalty Program: Star Rewards
Earn: Cards are color coded to represent customer’s historical spending levels starting with red,
gold, platinum, and elite classifying them into tiers, accumulating from spends at select Macy’s
stores, accumulating from spends at Macys.com, and shopping any 5 days annually to avail rewards
Benefits: Frequent buyer benefit for hosiery and intimate apparel and other benefits exclusively
for premium tiers include merchandise reward certificates representing escalating % of purchases,
free services e.g. gift wrap, delivery, basic alterations, exclusive offers, coupons & events, and free
returns by mail on macys.com purchases

Departmental
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My Macy’s Rewards Cards Benefits: Shop any 5 days annually to avail rewards such as 2%/3%/4%
off with Macy’s American Express® Card at select Macy’s stores and Macys.com, 1% rewards with
Macy’s American Express® Card outside Macy’s, and monthly coupons & savings passes for fashion
& home
Mobile application/other benefits: Credit statements to show rewards and benefits, tracking and
monitoring online on Macys.com, and mobile application for android and iPhone.
Bloomingdale’s (Part of Macy’s Inc.) loyalty program is Loyalist and its few benefits include $25 reward card for 5000 points, reward card can be redeemed on all merchandise.

Nordstrom
Loyalty Program: Nordstrom Fashion Rewards® (with Nordstrom Debit/Credit Card)
Earn: classified into four tiers basis annual spend till $1,999, annual spend $2000-$4,999, annual
spend $5000-$9999, and annual spend above $10000. Spend $100 with new Nordstrom Card on
the day of opening it, 2 points for $1 spent on Nordstrom debit/credit card, more points earned
during bonus points events on each dollar spent, and lastly 1/2/3/4 personal triple points day basis
membership tier and prior appointment.
Benefits: Basis the membership tier, benefits include in full or partially as follows:
20$ bonus Nordstrom note, $20 Nordstrom note on 2000 points, upto $400 complimentary alterations, complimentary standard shipping for in-store purchase (upto $11 per transaction), concierge
services, early access to anniversary sale, invitation to private holiday shopping party (10 points per
$1 spent), access to purchase style experiences, and private shopping party at Nordstrom store.
Mobile application/other benefits: Mobile application for iPhone and android with benefits including letting you shop via department or brand, sharing products on sites like Facebook and Twitter
or adding it to shopping lists, viewing upcoming in-store events, and scanning any merchandise bar
codes to get price/product information and product availability.

Edgell Knowledge Network

CVS
Loyalty Program: ExtraCare (with the ExtraCare® Card)
Earn: ExtraBucks Rewards issued quarterly
Benefits: Free to join, 2% cash back in ExtraBucks Rewards from everyday purchase, $1 ExtraBucks
Rewards for every 2 prescriptions, personalized coupons available online, on receipt at ExtraCare
coupon centre, savings with subscription to ExtraCare emails ($4 off on $20 coupon bonus offer
upon registration of new emails)
Mobile application/other benefits: Mobile application – myCVS available for iPhone, android,
blackberry, and windows with benefits like flexibility of managing, refilling and viewing prescriptions, redeeming savings & rewards with Send to Card® and My Mobile Card, browsing and buying
on mobile or seeing what deals await in individual’s favourite CVS/pharmacy store, uploading photos from camera roll or account and also get free same day pick up and lastly finding a nearby clinic
or checking the services.

Pharmacy

Walgreens
Loyalty Program: Balance Rewards (Also, Duane Reade’s FlexRewards program points has converted itself into Balance Rewards)
Earn: 500 points for prescription and immunization, 10 points per mile walked with ‘Walk with Walgreens’ program, earning points in-store and online, and finally item specific points earned
Benefits: $5/$10/$20/$35/$50 redemption instantly for 5k/10k/18k/30k/40k points, sale prices exclusively for members, pharmacy chat with RX experts free for members, and personal health information captured via health services not linked to account without member consent
Mobile application/other benefits: Mobile application - Walgreens Mobile, enrolling using the
mobile app, enrolling by scanning the program QR code found on signs in-store, endless rewards
with points not lapsing till customer active once in 6 months and redeems atleast in 3 years, points
instantly earned or redeemed, and referral to exclusive sale prices in weekly ad and offer locator
when logged-in online

Rite Aid
Loyalty Program: Wellness+ (with Wellness+ card)
Earn: 3 member tier and +UP rewards to be automatically loaded to the Wellness+ card’
Benefits: 1 wellness reward of gym membership, magazine subscription or health screening with
500 points
Mobile application/other benefits: Mobile application - ‘Rite Aid’, redeeming +UP rewards by scanning card at check out, online management of account
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Exhibit 2:

EKN Loyalty Program
Assessment Framework
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The EKN Loyalty Program Assessment Framework is a tool to help retailers benchmark and differentiate
their loyalty programs.

Phase 1: Frequency Discounter
These loyalty programs are basically frequency programs focused on customer retention. The program
provides undifferentiated financial benefits where the same offers are provided across the spectrum of
customers irrespective of their value to the store. They are also undifferentiated in that similar retailers are
able to provide similar benefits for customer participation. The primary offers provided are discounts that
are based on products, categories or customer spending thresholds.

Phase 2: Expanded Earn & Burn
These loyalty programs are focused on driving RFM metrics and increasing consumer spends. The retailer
has a growing appreciation of the value of customer data, and the program utilizes basic customer segmentation. The benefits are still largely financial in nature but there are efforts to provide real time earning and
burning of points at the POS, online and on the mobile.

Phase 3: Personalized Customer Engagement
These loyalty programs are personalized programs that use customer data and preferences to customize
the program at a micro-segment or individual level. The program offers a wide range of rewards from financial incentives to special services and exclusive products. Retailers use advanced metrics like share of wallet
and Net Promoter Score (NPS) to measure efficacy of the program. Customers have the ability to earn, burn
and track their rewards across all channels. The program enables a two-way communication using traditional and social media for certain functions such as marketing and customer service.

Phase 4: Bi-Directional Customer Engagement
In addition to offering the benefits of all earlier phases, these loyalty programs are invisibly integrated across
all business functions and processes of the retailer. The loyalty program is no longer only a mechanism to
reward customers or to gather data about them. It is integral to the retailer’s engagement with the customer,
including as a framework for co-creation of products, concepts and marketing messages with the customer.
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Core Objectives

Frequency
Discounter

Expanded Earn &
Burn

Personalized
Customer
Engagement

Bi-Directional
Customer
Engagement

Customer retention

Increased spend

Increased

True customer

engagement
Metrics

• Customer spends
• Points budget
• Retention rates
• Member Vs Non
member spend,
comparision
• Coupon redemption rates

Cross-Channel
Presence

• Earn: POS
• Burn: POS
• Track: POS
• Asynchronus
integration

In addition to the

In addition to phase 3

phase 1 metrics:

phase 2 metrics:

metrics:

• Recency, frequen-

• Customer lifetime

• Customized loyalty

cy, money (RFM)
metrics
• Member vs. Non-

as % of incremen-

• Cost of program,

• Share of wallet of

as % of total sales

customer

• Cost of new mem-

• Net promoter

ber acquisition

score (NPS)

• Earn: POS, Web,
Mobile
• Burn: POS, Web,
Mobile
• Track: POS, Web,
Mobile

• Customer

• Earn: POS, Web,

• Earn: POS, Web,

Mobile, Social

Mobile, Social

• Burn: POS, Web,

• Burn: POS, Web,

Mobile, Social

Mobile, Social

• Track: POS, Web,

• Track: POS, Web,

Moble
• Synchronus
integration
• Personalized at

promotional

Undifferentiated

schemes

rewards across all

micro-segement

customers

level

segement based

index

• Cost of program,
tal member sales

integration
• One size fits all.

value (CLV)

member margin

• Asynchronus
Rewards &

advocacy

In addition to the

the individual or

• Gamification

Moble
• Synchronus
integration
• Personalized and
context based
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Frequency
Discounter
Rewards: Financial/
Price

• Standardized

Expanded Earn &
Burn
In addition to the

discounts – points, phase 1:
% off coupons
based
• Discounts based
on trade spend
and customer
spending
threasholds

• Tier/Segment
–Spend based
discounts
• Product affinity
based discounts

Personalized
Customer
Engagement

Bi-Directional
Customer
Engagement

In addition to the
phase 2:

In addition to the

• Social activity
based discounts

• Context based

• Share and gift
points

phase 3:

coupons i.e
based on in-store
shopping list

• Payment network
benefits

• Present/future
disbursal of
rewards
Rewards: Service/
Events

• Access to exclusive
events for
premium tiers of
membership
• Complimentary
services extended
by store i.e Free
home delivery,
extended hours,
customization/
alteration/
concierge service

In addition to the
phase 3:
• Guest help define
new services and
events important
to them

• Personalized
greeting in-store.
i.e greeting your
pet by it’s name
• Support to social
causes close to the
customer
Rewards: Product

• Exclusive product
line-up/range
for premium tier
members initially
• Early access of
offerings during
sale for members
only

In addition to the
phase 3:
• Inputs into the the
assortment –pick a
product
• Crowdsourcing of
ideas
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Frequency
Discounter
Feedback Loop

• No formal
feedback collection
by the retailer
• Contact Center
• eMail
• Comment cards

Expanded Earn &
Burn
• Sporadic feedback
collection
• Contact Center
• eMail
• Chat
• Comment cards

Personalized
Customer
Engagement
• Formal Voice of
Customer (VoC)
program in place
• Personalized
communication
from the retailer

Bi-Directional
Customer
Engagement
In addition to the
phase 3:
• Customer council
• Customer days

• Contact Center
• eMail
• Chat
• Comment cards
• Mobile-Real time
• Social media

Segmentation

• Basic
segementation

• Personalized
• Micro
Segmentation

• Dynamic profile
and context based
segmentation

• Segments
are reviewed
periodically
Data sources

• POS transaction
history
• Customer

In addition to the

In addition to the

In addition to the

phase 1:

phase 2:

phase 3:

• Public data

• Syndicate research

• Unstructured

membership

• Online logs

profile

• VoC surveys

data sources like
activities and
engagement
levels on social
networking sites,
blogs

Analytics
capabilities

• Basic

• Basic

• Complex analytics

• Predictive analytics
• Big Data analytics
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Frequency
Discounter
Customer Advocacy

• No provision to
measure customer
advocacy levels
• Absence of
store activities

Expanded Earn &
Burn

Personalized
Customer
Engagement

Bi-Directional
Customer
Engagement

In addition of Phase 1

In addition to Phase 2

In addition of Phase 3

• Basic presence on

• Provision to

• Customer council

social networking

measure customer

sites (Facebook,

advocacy levels

Twitter)

via surveys,

and drivers to

social media like

generate customer

networking sites

advocacy

and blogs

• Misconception

• Plans and

that a loyalty

strategies to

program itself

sharpen the

brings in customer

loyalty program

advocacy

activities with
other customer
engagement
activities to bring
in differentiation in
store
• Periodic Voice of
Customer (VoC)
surveys
• Social networking
straetgy to engage
advocates

• Strategies and
systematic use of
customer cohorts
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Exhibit 3:

Customer Segmentation
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Transactional
economic value

+

Value brought
through customer
advocacy

=

Overall value to the
retailer

EKN has developed a framework that discusses the underlying principle of the overall value derived from an
individual customer.

EKN Loyalty Value Matrix
High emotional connection

Low
transactional
economic value

High
transactional
economic value

Low emotional connection

The framework depicts the existing relationship between two variables, both of which are of significant importance to the retailer.
Economic Value: Retailers can classify each of their customers based on their transaction value into low
value, medium value, or high value customers. The dollar amount of what constitutes a low, medium or high
value customer will differ based on the format and retailer.
Customer Advocacy: Basis their emotional connect with the retailer, customers can be categorized as follows:
i.

Advocates: Customers who are happy with the overall customer experience and are vocal advocates
of the retailer. These are usually a very small percentage of the entire customer base.

ii. Satisfied & Loyal: Customers who are happy with the overall customer experience but aren’t as vocal
in sharing their opinion.
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iii. Apathetic Deal Hunter: Customers who are satisfied with the overall customer experience but are
indifferent towards any specific brand or retailer. They on the look out for the best deal and most
likely to price defect. These customers usually make up the majority of a retailer’s customer base.
iv. Unhappy Customers: Customers who are dissatisfied with the overall customer experience and will
switch their business to another competing retailer.

Overall value to the retailer
Low transactional
economic value

Medium transactional
economic value

High transactional
economic value

Advocate

0%

2%

1%

Satisfied &
Loyal

1%

1%

3%

20%

45%

10%

5%

10%

2%

Apathetic Deal
Hunter
Unhappy

Highly positive

Positive

Neutral

Negative

(Figures show above are for illustrative purpose only)

The chart (with data for illustrative purpose only) above maps the relationship level of the customer with the
retailer across the transactional economic value and can be interpreted as below.
•
•
•
•

75% of all customers are Apathetic Deal Hunters
3% of all customers are Advocates
1% of all customers are high value Advocates
5% of all customers are low value Unhappy Customers

Retailers need to do a do a periodic segmentation of their customer base to understand where their customer currently lie and how they are moving across bands with time. A root cause analysis of the factors
effecting band movement will help them devise strategies to move the customer base to the most valuable
top right quadrants of the EKN Loyalty Value Matrix. For example the retailer in the above example needs to
understand why its high value customers are unhappy and what it can do to make them happy. By not doing
anything it risks losing 12.5% of its high value customers.
(The total number of high value customers is 16% and 2% of the customer base is high value and unhappy
so 12.5% (2/16) of the total high value customer base in unhappy).
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Exhibit 4:

Loyalty Solution Vendor
Landscape
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Loyalty
Analytics and
Reporting
Services4

Program
Management
Services3

Vendor

Loyalty
Technology
Platform2

Offerings
Loyalty
Program
Design1
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Representative Clients

Aimia

Pampers (P&G), Oracle, Etihad Airways, Microsoft,
Commonwealth Bank, Delta Airlines, General
Motors, Samsung, Merck & Co., Qtel, Virgin
Australia, Hallmark, Ally Bank, Ulster Bank,
Royal Bank of Scotland, Natwest, deVere Group,
Scandinavian Airlines

Brierley + Partners

American Eagle Outfitters, Godiva Chocolatier, JCP
Rewards, Sally Beauty, Bloomingdales, Golfnow,
Sony, Jiffylube, The Container Store, Hard Rock Cafe,
Men’s Wearhouse, Sony BMG Music Entertainment,
Merill Lynch, StubHub, Heathrow Express, The TJX
Companies, Footlocker. com, Hertz Corp., NFL.com,
Tractor Supply Co., GameStop, Hilton HHonors,
Pizza Hut, Money-Gram

Dunhumby

Coca Cola, General Mills, Kimberly Clark, Kroger,
Macys.com, P&G, Panera Bread, PepsiCo

Epicor

Bob’s Stores, Boot Barn, Brown Shoe, Build-ABear Workshop, Casual Male, Charming Charlie,
Christopher & Banks, Famous Footwear, Foot
Locker, Goodwill Industries of Southeastern
Wisconsin, Gordmans, Michael Kors, Movado,
Reitmans, Specialty Fashion Group, Sussan Group

Epsilon (Alliance Data)

Best Buy, Charter Communications, General
Motors, Kiplinger, La Quinta, Staples, Kraft Foods,
Walgreens, PepsiCo, Hilton

IBM

Clients not disclosed due to confidentiality

Infosys

Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank, Cummins, Det
Norske Veritas

JDA

BCBG Max Azria, The Saigon Union of Trading Cooperatives, Ollie’s Bargain Outlet, Mobile Fabrics,
Chanel, Shopper’s Stop

Kobie Marketing

Verizon, AMC Theatres, Bank of America, Fairpoint
Communications, BJ’s, Hawaiian Airlines, Lucas
Film Ltd, RBC Bank, Sweat Equity Network, Melitta,
T.G.I.Friday’s, Comcast, KForce, MXT Card Services,
PGT, Advanta, Royal Carribean International, Sea
World, Grohe, Avery, Busch Gardens, Frontier,
LodgeNet Entertainment

Maritz

Giftango Corporation
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Loyalty
Analytics and
Reporting
Services4

Program
Management
Services3

Loyalty
Technology
Platform2

Vendor

Loyalty
Program
Design1

Offerings

Representative Clients

NCR

Ahold USA, Speedway, Tom & Eddie’s, RARE
Hospitality International, The Stop & Shop
SupermarketCompany, Gas City, Landry’s
Restaurants

Oracle

Deutsche
Bank,
Caterpillar,
Honeywell
International, Citrix Systems, Alsaka Airlines

Retalix Loyalty

Carrefour, Delhaize, Wesco, Coles, Golf & Co.,
Polgat, Sprint

SAP

Lego Group, Porsche, Oklahoma Publishing Company, Dow Corning, Aquent

SAS

Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group, Harrah’s
Entertainment, Foxwoods, Endesa, Aeroplan,
Indigo Books & Music, SGM Distribution

TCS
Tibco Loyalty Lab

Clients not disclosed due to confidentiality
Virgin America, US Cellular, Pharmaca, Thrivent
Financial Bank, Nine West, Sports Authority, The
North Face, 1-800-flowers.com

The Loyalty Landscape has been put together based on publicly available information such as vendor websites, vendor marketing collateral, press releases, and retailer websites, and information shared by vendors via briefings with EKN analysts or submission of the vendor
landscape information tool.
Vendor offers the solution or service
Vendor partially offers the solution or service

Loyalty Program Design
A vendor offering a Loyalty Program Strategy and Design service helps a retailer create the strategy and for it’s entire Loyalty Program. This is
a strategic service which can span across visioning, objectives definition, program definition, customer segment definition, membership tiers/
level definition, rewards rule (accruals, expiry, redemption reversals.), privacy and customer communication guidelines, program governance,
technology evaluation and selection.
1

2
Loyalty Technology Platform
The Loyalty Technology Platform helps a retailer design and execute a loyalty program. The platform typically has individual modules that
do specific tasks (e.g. Program Setup & Administration, Analytics, Campaign Management, Customer Setup, Communication Management,
Rewards Management)

Program Management Services
A vendor offering the Program Management Service should be capable of managing a retailers loyalty program. They vendor may provide
these services on it’s own or through partners but the vendor is the responsible and accountable for the overall program. Typical services
include - Program Management & Administration, Analytics, Campaign Management, Creative & Design, Customer Service & Call Centre,
Database Management, Rewards & Fulfilment.

3

Loyalty Analytics and Reporting Services
A vendor offering a Loyalty Analytics and Reporting Services provides reporting and analysis of all aspects of the loyalty program this
including customer transactional behaviour, points accumulation, award redemption, RFM metrics etc.
4
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Premium Sponsor

About TCS
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that delivers real results to
global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio
of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global
Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata
Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange
and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.

TCS’ Retail Industry Solutions Unit
TCS is a strategic partner to eight of the top 10 US and five of the top 10 UK Retailers, and helps retailers build deeper
and stronger customer relationships, reduce cost and increase efficiency through its integrated IT, BPO and Infrastructure services and Retail Industry Solutions.
To learn more, visit www.tcs.com/Retail or email us at retail.solutions@tcs.com

Supporting Sponsors

About SAP
Headquartered in Walldorf, Germany, SAP is the market leader in enterprise applications software in terms of softwareand software-related services revenue. Founded in 1972, SAP has a rich history of innovation and growth asan industry leader. SAP applications and services enable more than 197,000 customers worldwide in more than 120countries to operate profitably, adapt continuously, and grow sustainably. With annual revenue (IFRS) of €14.2 billion,SAP
has more than 55,500 employees located in more than 130 countries worldwide. SAP is listed on severalexchanges,
including the Frankfurt stock exchange and NYSE, under the symbol “SAP.”

About NCR
NCR Corporation is a global technology company and leader in self- and assisted-service solutions, NCR’s software,
hardware, consulting and support services help organizations in retail, financial, travel and hospitality in more than
100 countries.
NCR leads the way in a new world of retail interactions, offering converged retailing — c-tailing™— which enables a
personalized experience for each consumer, regardless of where they interact. Our enterprise-level solutions allow
retailers to learn about their consumers with every interaction, facilitate unlimited loyalty programs and create personalized, consistent offers at any available touchpoint – whether in-store, online or mobile.
For more information email retail@ncr.com or visit www.ncr.com.
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